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From Sylvia Lambert...

Dear Friends,

As this summer looks very different from past summers we have known, and much has changed in our world because of 
COVID-19, one thing has not changed but has taken on a different look … our Monday morning chapel time … a part of the 
OC office culture!

Even before the order to stay at home came, OC made the shift to work at home – and thus the birth of Monday morning 
Virtual Chapel.

Shannon June, director of the communications department, says this about the transition: “Needing to do Virtual Chapel 
caused us to try Microsoft Teams for video conferencing. We just jumped in the deep end and gave it a try. I learned how 
to find the ‘channel’ in Teams to access the chapel video recording, and then I learned how to put the video window on a 
specific web page on the intranet. I changed the weekly prayer sheets web page into a full Virtual Chapel web page with 
videos, announcements, speaker notes, and the prayer sheets.”

In March, attendance was the usual Colorado Springs personnel learning how to join into the Teams Virtual Chapel meeting. 
As the weeks continued, more and more “OCers” from around the world joined in. Soon, field personnel living overseas 
joined online to share the devotionals. For those who couldn’t attend live, they watched the recording available on our 
intranet. As the virus restrictions continue, Virtual Chapel continues to grow.

It’s hard to describe the tremendous sense of unity Monday morning Virtual Chapel has brought. As more than 60 attend 
the devotional time now, corporate connect is palpable through posted comments in the chat box, shared prayer requests, 
and words of encouragement spoken to one another. What a gift! Now we wonder why we didn’t do this sooner!

And after COVID-19 restrictions are lifted? It seems unlikely we will go back to the “old” way. The crisis has moved us 
positively forward in terms of both connection and use of technology. Though we miss being face-to-face, we are staying on 
task, and God is blessing us in ways that will continue long after the virus threat is diminished.

Thank you for your continued support and prayers. We are in this together!

In His grip,
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